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Abstract: Managing the evolution of software artifacts is a crucial issue in software engineering. As in the software engineering paradigm model-driven engineering (MDE), the main software artifacts are models, managing the evolution of models constitutes a key concern in MDE. One important technique in this realm is model differencing, which is concerned with identifying differences among different versions of models. While the majority of existing model differencing approaches use a purely syntactic approach, we propose an approach that takes the semantics of models into account. In particular, our approach utilizes the behavioral semantics of the used modeling language to execute the models to be compared and obtain execution traces constituting the models’ semantic interpretation. By comparing the obtained execution traces, semantic differences among the models are identified.

Model differencing is concerned with the identification of differences among independently developed or consecutive versions of models. Therewith, it constitutes the basis for performing important change management tasks, such as model merging, model versioning, conflict detection among concurrent changes, and incremental testing.

The majority of existing model differencing approaches use a syntactic approach, which applies a fine-grained comparison of two models based on their abstract syntax representation. The result of this comparison is a set of syntactic differences among the considered models, such as model elements existing in only one of the models. Although syntactic differences constitute valuable and efficiently processable information sufficient for several application domains, they are only approximations of the semantic differences among models. As pointed out by Maoz et al. [MRR11], a few syntactic differences among models may induce very different semantics and syntactically different models may still induce the same semantics.

Until now, only a few model differencing approaches have been proposed that take the semantics of models into account. Maoz et al. [MRR11] and Fahrenberg et al. [FLW11] propose general procedures for realizing semantic differencing operators requiring the definition of the used modeling language’s semantics as a translation into an adequate semantic domain and the implementation of the semantic model comparison in this semantic domain. However, developing semantic differencing operators in this way constitutes a major challenge, as one has to develop translations of models into a semantic domain, comparison algorithms in this semantic domain, and translations of comparison results back into the originally used modeling languages.

To mitigate this challenge, we have developed a generic semantic model differencing framework [LMK14] that can be instantiated to realize semantic differencing operators for
modeling languages. This framework utilizes the specification of the behavioral semantics of a modeling language to support the semantic differencing of models. In particular, the behavioral semantics is used for executing the models to be compared and obtaining execution traces. The obtained execution traces constitute semantic interpretations of the models and are compared for identifying semantic differences among them. This comparison is performed by applying match rules indicating which syntactic differences among the execution traces constitute semantic differences among the models. The match rules are specific to the used modeling language as well as the semantic equivalence criterion to be applied in the semantic model differencing. They constitute the only artifact specific to a semantic model differencing operator realized with our framework.

We provide an implementation\(^1\) of our semantic model differencing framework that employs the executable metamodeling language xMOF [MLWK13] for defining the behavioral semantics of modeling languages and the model comparison language ECL [Kol09] for defining match rules comparing execution trace. Using this implementation, we evaluated our framework regarding expressiveness and performance [LMK14]. Concerning expressiveness, the evaluation result indicates that our framework provides sufficient expressive power for defining non-trivial semantic differencing operators. Regarding performance, the main finding is that the model execution is the most expensive step in the semantic model differencing requiring a high performance of the employed model execution environment and a reasonable number of performed model executions.
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\(^1\)Details about the implementation may be found at our project website: http://www.modelexecution.org.